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Scratch Off

SO-1 Micro Cut compound, the area is worked over with the pad doing the work. One cannot force the action - you have to allow the pad to do the proper cutting ... 
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Scratch Off Surface Restoration System BY NORM PETERSEN Such use will lay waste your very best intentions and the windshield will show



it for months to come, especially if you use circular motions with the rough surfaced towels. The next time you fly directly into the sun, the rays will come



at you like circular lenses in the scratches and you will for all intents and purposes, be blind. This is not a good thought! Once you have found the really soft terry cloth towels, the job becomes much easier and the results are more impressive. Many pilots choose p l a i n old



Lemon Pledge furniture polish as a cleaner as it does a remarkable job and leaves a really clean surface that is "static free"—in short, the dust w i l l not adhere to the surface. It works on side windows as well and will even clean the small spots on the window sills and plastic interiors. I landy stuff. Scratches and deep scratches in the plastic itself are another matter and these call for more masterful solutions. Recently, a new "Precision Surface Restoration System" called Scratch



The contents of a Scratch Off™ kit are placed before a Cub windshield in need of help. The yellow pad goes with the two yellow-labeled compounds and the white pad goes with the two white-labeled finishing compounds.



T



he mark of a real pilot is often noted in the cleanliness of the windshield and side glass in his airplane. How many times have you worked your way into an airplane cockpit and upon glancing outside, discovered not only grime, grit and bugs, but imperfections in the PLEXIGLAS™ itself. Some distortion in the PLEXIGLAS is



"untouchable" such as a bend in the windshield to match the fuselage curves and corners. However, most nicks and 54 JULY 1995



scratches—even the deep ones—can now successfully be removed and the glass will actually look good as new. Even the "clouded" areas that really make it difficult to see through can be cleaned up and made to look like new. Ordinary grime, dirt and bugs can be cleaned from windshields with warm water and soap and the softest terry cloth you can find—or possibly a chamois. Many folks use brown paper towels, which are just one notch above tree bark.



Off™ has come on the market with the intention of allowing a pilot and/or aircraft owner to bring his aircraft windshield and side windows back to their original clarity and shine—without the scratches, cloudiness, and most importantly removing the least possible amount of material. This system is very complete and includes the following items in the kit: 1. 4" X 1.5" VELCRO™ Foam Cutting Pad (Yellow) 2. 4" X 1.5" VELCRO™ Foam Polishing Pad (White) 3. Drill Shank VELCRO™ Backing Plate 4. Applicator



5. Four Different Grades of Compounds (2.5 oz. each) To the above contents, one must add a slow-speed electric drill (1200 rpm or less). Additional items may be necessary, depending on the severity of the surface defect. These would include the following:



The problem: the series of scratches next to the drilled hole in



the windshield.



Wet sanding the area with 600 grit wet-or-dry sandpaper until the scratches cannot be felt with the fingernail.



1. A bucket of water 2. Some 1200 grit wet-or-dry sandpaper 3. Some 600 grit wet-or-dry sandpaper 4. Some really soft terry cloth towels



The instructions with the Scratch OfPM kit are very complete and precise as to how to go about the removal of swirl marks and scratches, etc. However, if you are at all in doubt as to the correct procedure, EAA has produced a video that



takes you through the entire process. It is a dandy and it comes with the kit. Once the scratch is correctly analyzed, the process (worst case scenario) may begin with the 600 grit wet -or-dry sandpaper to actually remove the scratch itself and dress the PLEXIGLAS. The 600 grit paper is placed in the bucket of water to thoroughly soak and soften the paper. This is important as it prevents the edges from scratching the surface and the water lubricates the cutting action of the sandpaper. Once this is accomplished (and the directions explain how to tell), the 1200 grit wet-or-dry sandpaper is brought into play (also soaking wet) to smooth the area for the next step of polishing with different compounds. The VELCRO™ Foam Cutting Pad is now fastened to the backup plate which has been chucked in the drill and using the SO-1 Micro Cut compound, the area is worked over with the pad doing the work. One cannot force the action - you have to allow the pad to do the proper cutting as the drill turns the pad. Once the surface has been worked over and the "feel" telegraphs time for a change, the next liner grade SO-2 Micro Lite compound is applied with more action by the electric drill. As the plexiglass is slowly compounded smooth, the time comes for final polishing. A VELCRO™ Polishing Pad (white) is now fastened to the back-up plate in the electric drill and the first of the polishing compounds, SO-3 Micro Brite, is applied. Again, patience is a virtue in that it takes a bit of time for the polish to do its job. A "graduate" polisher is soon able to tell when the next finer polish should be applied as the surface of the plastic is now starting to look and feel like it is almost back to a "like new" condition.



Applying the SO-1 Micro Cut compound.



The coarser yellow pad goes to work with the drill turning medium slow and a small amount of pressure being applied.



This is only for a few minutes.
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Step 2 shows an alternate way of using the edge of the pad to smooth out the PLEXIGLAS with SO-2 Micro Lite



Once the final grade of polish (SO-4 Micro Shine) is applied, the electric drill will begin to feel like it is not working hard and the operator knows the final finish is close at hand. With the final working of the area with the pad, the sheen is readily apparent and it is now time to clean up the area with the soap and water and a chamois. Essentially, the job is now complete



Steps 3 and 4 are done with the wnite vtLCRO™ pad and SO-3 Micro Brite and SO-4 Micro Shine. Each brings the area closer to the original clear PLEXIGLAS.



and a close inspection reveals the former "swirl mark" or "scratch" is completely gone and only the bright, shiny PLEXIGLAS remains. It is difficult for the first time user to realize that Scratch Off™ has done its job perfectly and the windshield is now back to its original clear state. There is no sign of the deep scratch and no distortion as you look through the windshield.



Hard to believe, but the stuff works! A normal kit of Scratch Off™ contains enough material to do several complete windshields or a complete 172 Cessna a couple of times. Considering the cost of a new windshield these days, it is difficult to find a better bargain in all of aviation than this new kit. It is a winner, it does what it is supposed to do and in the short time necessary to get the job done.



THE KIT BUILDER'S "PANEL PACKAGE' VFR / P A R T I A L IFR / F U L L IFR



Gulf Coast Avionics offers complete panel build-up and pre-



wiring for kit plane builders. With our experience, knowledge, and technical expertise, we can work with you to deliver a built-up panel to your specifications, ready to install. And we can pre-wire for additional equipment that you might want to add later. Call us today for complete details on the "Panel Package".



CALL 813-879-9714-FAX 813-875-4514 24 HOUR



4243 N. Westshore Blvd • Tampo International Airport Tampa, Florida 33614 USA



FAX
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-5:30 p.m.



Se Hablo Esponol



For information, use SPORT AVIATION'S Reader Service Card
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The area by the drilled hole no longer has the scratch marks in the plastic and the windshield is once again back to normal. This entire process took only a part of an hour and generated a really fine job. The process works!



Scratch Off™ kits, which include the video, are available from EAA by calling 1-800/843-3612. If you would like to see a hands on demonstration, visit Booth B-67 (South Exhibit Building) at the EAA Oshkosh '95 Fly-In Convention or attend the forum on "Making it Perfectly Clear" in Forum Tent 8 from 10:00 a.m. to 11:15 a.m., Friday, July 28, 1995. •*
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Scratch 10Km dossard Scratch Dossard Nom Prenom Categorie 

1171 TOURNIER. Nicolas. VH1. 00:36:15. 16,55. 3/144. 775. 1172 BRUNEL .... Paul-Emmanuel. SH. 00:36:23. 16,49. 13/211. 66. 1249 RIVOLLIER. Corentin.
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Classement Scratch - Cyclosport 

04:43:16. CANAL Roland. ACT Belfort. MD. 110 ..... ACT Belfort. MD. 489. 151. F. 23.61. 32. 05:05:04 ..... 20.58. 69. 05:50:10. GUINET Olivier. TC Coincy Metz 3.
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scratch rallye - Moto Station 

Apr 5, 2009 - 3:45.806 (2 Sp.) 6. 00:17:17.508 BUELL ... 3:47.833 (2 Sp.) 6 .... 4:45.357 (2 Sp.) 6. 00:20:21.837 HONDA 600 XLM. 64. 363 BERGER Nicolas.
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brax Classement scratch 

20 juin 2011 - JEAN F. M. SE. 00:51:31. 114. 344 AUDELAN. OLIVIER. M. SE. 00:51:39. 2 ... 357 BOYER. MICHEL. M. V1 ... JEAN FRANCOIS M. V1. 00:55:18.
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scratch - CAN Sarreguemines 

Oct 17, 2010 - BECKER Cedric. 28. FRA ARIZONA DINER. 0:44:14 +0:11:39. 92. SEH. 226. 640. WEINGERTNER Pascal. 47. FRA. 0:44:15 +0:11:40. 70. V1H.
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brax Classement scratch 

20 juin 2011 - 00:50:44. 100. 404 GOUNI philippe. M. V2. 00:50:45. 101. 342 MARTIN. ANDRE. M. V2. 00:50:52 ..... 268 MARECHAL. ERIC. M. V2. 01:07:10.
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ArrivÃ©e Scratch 

SORRENTE WILLEM SS1-MU23. FRANCE. 1h13:18.81 8:37.52. 21 7. KEMPF AXEL. SS1-MU23. FRANCE. 1h14:27.05 9:45.76. 22 74. SENE GAETAN. SS1-S.
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Beyond Linux From Scratch 

Chapter 6. Editors.............................................................................................................................................96 ... Page 6 ...... Table of Contents. GLibâˆ’2.0.6. Contents.
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creative computing - Scratch 

Sep 23, 2011 - design notebooks (physical or digital): for documenting, sketching, and brainstorming ideas and plans. How should I use this guide?
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25 Off 

Du 31 janvier au 10 février 2019. From January 31 to February 10, 2019 sur tout achat de 75$ et plus* on any purchase of $75 or more*. 25$ de rabais. $25 Off.
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OFF!Â® 

Mode d'emploi. â€¢ Ã€ utiliser dans des zones Ã  demi-confinÃ©es, telles que des porches ou des patios couverts, et d'autres lieux oÃ¹ le mouvement de l'air est faible.
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RUST OFF 

Pour application au pistolet, diluer jusqu'Ã  3% avec un solvant pour pistolets. Mode d'emploi : â€¢ PrÃ©parer la surface Ã  peindre afin que celleâ€�ci soit sÃ¨che et ...
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TRAKTOR SCRATCH PRO Prise ... - produktinfo.conrad 

Choisissez Import Music Folders dans le menu. Par dÃ©faut, ce ... amovibles, vous pouvez ajouter ces dossiers Ã  la liste des Music Folders de TRAKTOR en.
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Radial Engine Cowlings From Scratch? 

most builders have in their shops. ... than a smooth cowl which is too small .... Complete kits feature the advanced, liquid cooled powerplant utilizing redundant, ...
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OFF! Active® 

Active® protège contre les moustiques, les tiques, les aoûtats, et une variété d'autres insectes ... de sécurité (MSDS) avant de l'utiliser. L'étiquette contient un ...
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Short_field_take-off 

on a flight test are the short field takeoff and landings ... The newly is- sued Private Pilot Practical Test Stan- ... tacles, e.g., tall trees, at the end of the runway.
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Radial Engine Cowlings From Scratch? 

... Mercury Way, Chandler, AZ 85226. Yes rush me your Q Video $15 Q Info pack $15 Q Both $25 U.S. Overseas add $5. Q Check enclosed or Q bill MC or Visa# ...
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brax Classement scratch - Running Trail 

21 juin 2011 - JU 00:27:12. 56. 69. GARCIA. ADRIEN. M. CA 00:27:13. 57. 72. STADEL. MELISSA. F. MI 00:27:16. 58. 112 AUGUERFI. MARIE. F. MI 00:27:21.
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Scratch: A Sneak Preview - MIT 

266-286. MIT Press: Cambridge, MA. It is too early in ... J. (1996). Tactile programming: A unified manipulation paradigm supporting program comprehension,.
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30 Off 

21 févr. 2019 - à aucune autre promotion. Ne peut être utilisé comme dépôt pour une mise de côté, pour un achat de carte-cadeau ou comme crédit sur les.
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OFF!Â® 

OFF!Â®. Spirales anti-moustiques. Chaque serpentin fournit jusqu'Ã  30 mÃ¨tres cubes de protection et tue les moustiques pendant un maximum de cinq (5) heures ...
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Radial Engine Cowlings From Scratch? 

building a round cowling sounds ludi- crous. It's logical to ask ... and building correct .... The leading edge of the cowling uses aluminum electrical conduit with a wall thick- ness of close to ... is backed by 25 years of design and manufacturing.
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Gresicourant 2015 Scratch 11,5 km 

1971. Veteran 1. 34. 19. 5. 0:46:12. 124 DAIGLE Mario. H-11. 1961. Veteran 2. 35. 20. 10. 0:46:53. 149 MARCHAND Eric. H-11. 1978. Senior. 36. 21. 5. 0:46:55.
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brax Classement scratch - Running Trail 

21 juin 2011 - FIAT. PATRICK. M. V1 00:17:55. 4. 99. VILAILLAT. FRANCK. M. SE 00:17:58. 5. 30. GRILLET. PHILIPPE. M. V2 00:18:00. 6. 88. GORET.
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